
 
 

Flames of War 1500pt Late War 

Tournament 

Saturday January 8
th

, 2011 

 

Welcome to our first Flames of War tournament of 2011. As relative newcomers to the game we are excited by 

the level of interest that the community has shown in this event and we would like to thank you for 

participating. We would also like to thank those that brought extra tables and terrain to make this event possible. 
 

Schedule 

Registration 9:30a-10:00a 

Game 1 10:00a – 12:00p 

Lunch and Paint Judging 12:00p – 12:45p 

Game 2 12:45p - 2:45p 

Game 3 3:00p – 5:00p 

Awards 5:15p 

Player info 

Please fill out the form below and return to the tournament organizer to complete your registration. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

RHQ 
PlayerId 

Dog Tag # 
(USA Only) First Name Last Name 

        
Address City State  Zip  

        
Email Phone # Army Type & Nationality 

 
    



 
 

 



 
 

Temperate Terrain 
Wheat Fields:  

 Wheat fields are considered area terrain of limited height 

 Teams moving in and through a wheat field use their cross-country 

movement speed 

 Wheat fields are considered to be line of sight restricting terrain for 

infantry, man-packed and light gun teams, as well as for tank and 

transport teams that do not exceed the height of the wheat field. (i.e. to 

target one of these types of teams completely within a wheat field an 

attacker must be 6” or closer to them) 

 Teams that exceed the height of the wheat field are considered concealed if they are within or on the far 

side of a wheat field from an attacker. This includes being concealed from teams within the same field. 

 Attacking teams in an elevated position may fire upon any type of team in a wheat field normally, 

though the targeted teams still count as concealed. 

 

Dry Fields: 

  

 Dry fields are considered open terrain  

 Teams moving in and through a dry field use their cross-country 

movement speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Muddy Fields:  
 

 Muddy fields are considered are difficult going  

 Teams moving in and through a muddy field use their rough terrain 

movement speed 

 

 

 

 

 

Orchards: 

 Orchards are considered area terrain  

 Teams moving in and through an orchard use their cross-country 

movement speed 

 Orchards provide concealment to teams being targeted within and 

beyond them 

 Teams within the same orchard are concealed from each other 

 Orchards do not restrict line of sight to any type of unit 



 
 

 

Walls and Fences:  
Walls and fences are considered linear terrain of the appropriate height with different properties based on their 

construction 

 

 Stone walls provide concealment and bullet proof cover for units behind 

them. They count as very difficult going to cross 

 Wooden fences provide concealment to teams behind them. They count 

as difficult going for teams trying to cross them 

 

 

 

 

Hedgerows:  

 

 Hedgerows are linear obstacles of the appropriate height 

 Teams in contact with a hedgerow may see and be seen through it 

 A team that is touching a hedgerow and being targeted through it by an 

attacker gains concealment 

 Hedgerows count as difficult going for teams trying to cross them 

 

 

 

Line of trees: 

 

 A line of trees is difficult going 

 A line of trees grant concealment to teams being targeted through them 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Desert Terrain
 

Line of trees: 

 A line of trees is 

difficult going 

 A line of trees grant 

concealment to 

teams being 

targeted through 

them 

Embankment: 

 Provides concealment and bullet proof cover 

for units behind them.  

 They count as very difficult going to cross  

 

Wadi/ravine: 

 The steep sides of a 

wadi make them 

very difficult 

going to traverse 

 

 

 

 

 

Gentle Hills: 

 Use true line of site 

to determine 

concealment 

 Teams traversing a 

gentle hill use their 

cross-country 

movement speed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soft sand:   

 Soft sand is rough 

terrain that counts 

as difficult going 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rocky Hills:   

 Use true line of site 

to determine 

concealment 

 Rocky hills count as 

difficult going to 

cross



 
 

Game 1 

 



 
 

Game 2 

 



 
 

Game 3 

 



 
 

Score Sheets 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Game #: 3   Table#: Did you win?   Yes □    No □ 

YOUR Name: 

____________________________ 

Opponent’s Name: 

____________________________ 

Victory Points Table (Circle Results) 

Winner’s Losses Result Winner’s points Loser’s points 

0 Platoons Stunning Victory 6      1     

1 Platoon Major Victory 5      2     

2 or more Platoons Minor Victory 4       3     

 

My opponent’s was (circle one)… A jerk. They made me cry! Good My new BFF. Big hugs! 

Favorite Opponent 

__________________________ 

Favorite Army: 

____________________________ 

Game #: 2   Table#: Did you win?   Yes □    No □ 

YOUR Name: 

____________________________ 

Opponent’s Name: 

____________________________ 

Victory Points Table (Circle Results) 

Winner’s Losses Result Winner’s points Loser’s points 

0 Platoons Stunning Victory 6      1     

1 Platoon Major Victory 5      2     

2 or more Platoons Minor Victory 4       3     

 

My opponent’s was (circle one)… A jerk. They made me cry! Good My new BFF. Big hugs! 

Game #: 1 Table#: Did you win?   Yes □    No □ 

YOUR Name: 

____________________________ 

Opponent’s Name: 

____________________________ 

Victory Points Table (Circle Results) 

Winner’s Losses Result Winner’s points Loser’s points 

0 Platoons Stunning Victory 6      1     

1 Platoon Major Victory 5      2     

2 or more Platoons Minor Victory 4       3     

 

My opponent’s was (circle one)… A jerk. They made me cry! Good My new BFF. Big hugs! 


